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For h a positive integer, let T,, be the h-ary tree, i.e., T,, is the graph with a 
distinguished node A, the root, which is connected to b nodes, the first-level nodes; 
generally there are b” nodes at level n, each connected to a single node at level 
n -1, and to b nodes at level nt 1. For p a real number in [0, 11, let (X,,) be a 
collection of independent random variables with for each node v # A 
uq x,, = O] = 1 - p, P[X,, = I] =p. 
We say that T,, is random/y labelled with labels from the set (0, l} (the root does 
not obtain a label). We call a binary tree T2 order n binary labelled if any two 
kth-level nodes which are connected to the same (k - l)st-level node have different 
labels from (0, 1) for each k = 1,. . , n. Let n,, = r,(p) be the probability that T,, 
with random labels (X,,) contains an order n binary labelled T2 as subtree (with 
the same root). Then clearly 7r,,+,(p)< v,(p), and hence 
77*(p) = lim r,(p) 
?I-ll 
exists for all p in [0, 11. We interprete 7r* as the probability that a binary labelled 
T, occurs in a randomly labelled T,,. 
Theorem. Let .x.+(p) be the probability that a binary labelled T2 occurs in a randomly 
labelled Th. If bs4, then n.+.(p) =0 .for all p in [0, 11; if b 25, then there exists 
a pC with O<p,<$, such that n,(p)=0 if p<pC or p>l-p,, and v,(p)>0 if 
pcsps 1 -PC. 
Proof. Obviously n, = 1 -ph - (1 -p)“. Suppose that X,, = 1 for j of the first-level 
nodes Y; then an order n + 1 binary labelled T2 occurs in T, if and only if at least 
one of the j first-level nodes with label 1, and at least one of the b -j first-level 
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nodes with label 0 are the root of an order n binary labelled T2 occurring in T,,. 
Therefore 
TT,,+,= ; {1-(1-7r,,)‘}{1-(1-7r,,)h-‘} ,” p’(l-p)hm’, 
0 
n-1,2,... 
,--0 
(1) 
and hence 
,iT ,,,I =1-{1-p7r,,}h-{1-(1-p)rr,,}h+{1-X,,}h, n=1,2 )... (2) 
Defining x0 = 1, (2) also holds for n = 0. Hence, if we define for each p and b 
F,(x)=l-{l-px}h-{l-(l-p)x}h+{l-X}h, n-1,2,..., (3) 
then 
Z-,,(p)=F;:(l), n=1,2 )..., (4) 
where Fz = F,, 0 F, 0 . . 0 F,, (n times). The function F,,(x) is increasing in x, since 
F;(x)=pb{l-px}h~‘+(l-p)b{l-(l-p)x}” ‘-b{l-~}~~’ 
~pb{l-x}h-‘+(l-p)b{l-x}” ‘-b{l-x}“-‘=O. (5) 
Also, 
F,,(l)=~,=l-ph-(l-p)h<l, F,,( 0) = 0. (6) 
It follows from (4), (5) and (6) that r,(p) is equal to the largest root in [0, l] of 
F,,(x) =x. (7) 
The function rr,( p) is increasing for 0~ p c I; Since F,, is increasing, it then follows 
with (4) and a passage to the limit that rrTT*( p) increases for 0s p s 4, and hence 
decreases for Is p S 1 (since, clearly, rr*( p) = r,(l -p)). Also, for p fixed, n.Jp) 
obviously increases as a function of the number of branches b. Hence to prove the 
first part of the theorem, it suffices to show that x,(l) = 0 if b = 4, i.e., that F,,,,(x) = x 
only for x = 0 if b = 4. Now if b = 4, 
F,:Z(x)=l-2(1-;x)“+(l-x)“=3x’-3x7+:x4, 
and F,,,(x) = x for x # 0 only if the function .f defined by f’(x) = 3x -3x’ +:x3 - 1 
has a zero in [0, 11. But,f(O) = -l,f( 1) = -A, and a straightforward calculation shows 
that also .f‘(x,,,) < 0, if x,,, (defined by J“(x,,,) = 0), is the point where ,f‘ is maximal. 
To prove the second part of the theorem, note that if b = 5, 
, 75 I’ ‘0 ’ 
F,,,(Y) = 1 - 26). (3). = 17 > ; + 
and hence for all b 2 5, the largest root of F,/,(x) = x is positive. Let pc= 
sup{ p s A: n+.(p) = 0). According to the discussion above, pc = inf{ p: F, has a posi- 
tive fixed point}. Note that the polynomial F,,(x) is divisible by x’. Dividing both 
sides of (7) by x, one sees that rrTT* is discontinuous at pc. That O< pc< 1 follows 
from the next proposition. 0 
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Proposition. Let pC = p,.(h) be the critical probability of the theorem; then 
b-l 
-s P,(l -P,) 
b’ 
S& ,forba5. 
Proof. If T,, contains an order n binary labelled T2, then it contains a T,, with its 
first until nth-level nodes labelled by 1. Let cm be the probability that the latter 
occurs. It is not hard to see (cf. [2]), that a,, = P[Z,, > 01, where (Z,,) is a branching 
process with offspring distribution Z, having a binomial distribution with parameters 
b and p. Hence, by the well-known extinction criterion for branching processes, 
(T,, + 0 as n + cc if and only if bp G 1. (Alternatively, one could reason analogously 
to the first part of the proof of the theorem to obtain this result: (a,,) satisfies 
a,,(p) = Gz( l), where G,,(x) = 1 - (1 - p.~)~ is a strictly concave, increasing function 
with G,,(O) = 0 and G;(O) = bp, therefore G,,(x) =x for some x> 0 iff bp > 1.) Hence, 
for p~l/b, one has z-,(p)=0 (as n,,su,, for all n), and therefore p,( 1 -p,) 2 
(b-1)/b’. 
To establish an upper bound, we make the following observation. Let I,, = 
j,‘, F,(x) dx. If I p 2 i, then F,,(x) =x for some x > 0, and hence r.J p) > 0 (cf. eq. 
(7) and the argument preceding (7)). A straightforward computation yields 
I,, = 1 + p 
h+z+(l-p)h+z+p(l-p)-l 
(b+l)p(l-p) 
Hence 
1 >,+*-l!(P(l-P)) 
I’ ’ b+l ’ 
and 1,~: if p(l-p)z2/(b+3). Therefore pC(l-p,)s2/(b+3). 0 
Remark 1. The theorem is related to Theorem 1 of [l]. In fact it is proved there 
(translated to our terminology), that the probability that a randomly labelled Tq 
(with labels from (0, 1)) contains a T, with all its nodes labelled with l’s has a 
behaviour similar to that of rr,( p) (b 2 5). 
Remark 2. The theorem generalizes to the case where the tree T itself is random, 
i.e., generated by a branching process independently of the labelling process. Also, 
the labelling within the descendants of a node need not be done independently (see 
[3, Section 2, Example (v)] for this model). As an example of a random T let every 
nth-level node of T give rise to either four or five nodes at level n + 1, with probability 
o( and 1 - a respectively. Let n.+._(p) denote the probability that a binary labelled 
Tz occurs in T randomly labelled by 0 and 1 with probability 1 -p and p respectively. 
Then there exists an cy, with 0 < ay, < 1, such that v.+_, = 0 for all cy < N,, and r.+.,,, 
discontinuous for cy 3 (Y,. The constant u, can be determined numerically to any 
precision. 
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Remark 3. One can also generalize the labelling process, e.g. by considering T,, 
labelled by independent identically distributed random variables (X,,), taking values 
in a finite set {O,. . , Y- I} with probabilities po,. . , p?_,, and letting ST.+ =
n*( PO, . . 3 pr- ,) be the probability that an r-ary labelled T, occurs in T,, (labelled 
with (X,,)). As in the proof of the theorem it suffices to consider the case p,, =. . . = 
p,_, = l/r. Then (3) generalizes to 
The rth-derivative mean value theorem applied to the function j’(x) = (1 - .Y)~ yields 
that F’(x) 2 0 for all x in [0, I], hence F(x) is increasing. If h < 2r, then at least 
one symbol from (0,. . , r - 1) can occur at most once if all symbols occur at the 
h first level nodes, and hence rr,, , , s n,x,,, so ne = 0. To find a h for which 
n,(l/r ,..., l/r)>O, note that 
Hence F(i)ai if 
hZ(r+l)log2 
log(2r)-log(2r- 1) ’ 
and therefore rr,(l/r,. . , l/r)zJ for such a h. 
Remark 4. Let again r = 2. We call a sequence of nodes (v,, . . , v,,) a chuin if the 
V, are ith level nodes such that Y, and v,+, are connected for i=l,...., n-l. Let 
W,, be the random set of words X,.,X,,_ . . . X,,,, (v, , . . , I/,,) a chain, and let T,, = 
r,,(p) = P[card( W,,) = 2”], n = 1, 2, . Again, the sequence (T,,) is non-increasing, 
the limit T:~ can be interpreted as the probability that all words of OS and Is occur 
on the randomly labelled b-ary tree. The argument for r,, in Remark 3 also applies 
to r,,, yielding that T* = 0 if b s 3. Clearly, 7~~ s TV:; hence it follows by the theorem 
that T+ is positive in a neighbourhood of 1 if b 3 5. 
Problem. What is the behaviour of 7T* if b = 4. (It follows from [2, Theorem 21 that 
~.Jp)=0 for p(l-p)Sbm’). 
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